Space & Time
Logline:
An academic and a photographer decide if they should stay together or pursue their dreams.
Shortened Synopsis:
As they quickly approach their thirtieth birthdays, academic physicist Siobhan and her
photographer boyfriend Sean realize they failed to answer key questions about themselves and
their relationship.
Synopsis:
As they quickly approach their thirtieth birthdays, academic physicist Siobhan and her
photographer boyfriend Sean realize they failed to answer key questions about themselves and
their relationship. Their devotion to each other is further tested when Siobhan decides to chase
a research opportunity that would move them to Geneva.
Long Synopsis:
Twenty-something couple Siobhan and Sean are living together and haven’t really noticed the
last seven years pass them by. As Siobhan finishes her PhD in particle physics and Sean
continues to struggle to find a foothold as a fine art photographer, they’ve fallen into a rut that
they’ve avoided confronting. Until now. Siobhan has an opportunity that would move her
across the ocean to Europe and she is reluctant to take it. But, when her sister gets engaged,
Sean and Siobhan begin to ask if they can see themselves taking the next step together, too. As
Sean and Siobhan fight to give their relationship a chance, they realize that they’ve been
holding back from pursuing their dreams to their fullest. Siobhan decides to apply for a postdoctoral research position at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) and Sean
finds companionship in his friendship with a fellow photographer, and potential romantic
flame, DD. They find themselves fighting more regularly until they can’t take it anymore and
break-up.
When Sean and Siobhan break-up, they find it hard to adjust as they realize they have a lot to
learn as newly single people. They find comfort in new romantic partners but continue to miss
each other as new accomplishments come their way. As the months roll by and they lean into
their professional achievements, Siobhan’s sister asks if Sean can shoot her wedding. Sean and
Siobhan know they will be forced to face each other again and decide how they ultimately feel
about each other. Will their time apart strengthen their bond or confirm that are not meant to
be together? Can they pursue their dreams and go back to what they had? Taking place over
the course of a year, Sean and Siobhan learn that sometimes moving forward means going in
opposite directions.

